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Abstract
At ATR, we are collecting and analysing ‘meetings’ data using a table-top sensor device consisting of a small 360-degree camera
surrounded by an array of high-quality directional microphones. This equipment provides a stream of information about the audio and
visual events of the meeting which is then processed to form a representation of the verbal and non-verbal interpersonal activity, or
discourse flow, during the meeting. In this paper we show that simple primitives can provide a rich source of information.

1. Introduction
Several laboratories around the world are now collecting
and analysing “meetings data” in an effort to automate
some of the transcription, search, and information-retrieval
processes that are currently very time-consuming, and to
produce a technology capable of tracking a meeting in real-
time and recording and annotating its main events. One key
area of this research is devoted to identifying and tracking
the active participants in a meeting in order to maximise
efficiency in data collection by processing inactive or non-
participating members differently. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
At ATR we are now completing the second year of a three-
year SCOPE funded project to collect and analyse such
data. This paper reports an analysis of material collected
from one such meeting in terms of speaker overlaps and
conflicting speech turns. Our goal is to determine whether
it is necessary to track multiple participants, or whether
processing can be constrained by identifying the dominant
member(s) alone. The results show that in a clear major-
ity of the cases, only one speaker is active at any time, and
that the number of overlapping turns, when two or more
psrticipants are actively engaged in speaking at the same
time, amount to less than 15% of the meeting. This encour-
ages us to pursue future research by focussing our resources
on identifying the single main speaker at any given time,
rather than attempting to monitor all of the speech activity
throughout the meeting.
The second part of the paper shows that a change in speaker
might be predicted from the amount and types of body
movement. These movements are speaker-specific and not
uniform, but systematically increase in the time immedi-
ately before onset of speech. By observing the bodily
movements of the participants, we can form an estimate of
who is going to speak next, and prepare to focus our atten-
tion (i.e., the recording devices) accordingly.

2. Categories of Speech Activity
We have regularly been recording our monthly project
meetings, where research results and project planning are
discussed, to provide a database of natural (non-acted/no
role-playing) speech and interaction information.
The number of members attending each monthly project
meeting can vary between four and twelve. Participation
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Figure 1: The camera’s-eye view of a meeting (top), show-
ing the annotated movement data for three participants
(D,I,L) using the wavesurfer video plugin (bottom)

is voluntary, but since the research is being carried out by
three teams at different locations (ATR, NAIST, and Kobe
University) the meetings provide an essential focus-point
for coordinating the research activities.
All meetings are recorded on both video and audio, using
purpose-built equipment that has been described elsewhere
[9, 10, 11]. All visible body-movements of the participants
(head, hands, and torso) are annotated from observation of
the video recordings, topic changes are noted, and the cat-
egories of speech activity are tagged by human labellers
working interactively with the data.



Table 1: Topics that arose during the July meeting, with
durations, showing the division between researcher-centred
and technology-centred discussions

id topic seconds
t-o2 progress-update(s1) 45
t-o9 progress-update(s2) 205

t-o15 progress-update(s3) 64
t-o23 progress-update(s8) 76
t-o12 self-introduction(s5) 191

sub-total (738)
t-o6 data-tagging results 15
t-o8 data-preparation 157

t-o10 tanktops-and-skin-tones 142
t-o14 equipment-settings 82
t-o16 NAIST responsibilities 119
t-o18 reporting procedures 160
t-o20 Kobe Uni. responsibilities 58
t-o24 kinematics 148
t-o29 chameleon-eye-lens 564
t-o22 translation 11
t-o27 choice-of-camera 7

sub-total (1306)
total 2044

The speech is not yet being transcribed verbatim, but tags
are assigned per topic and per activity type. We consider
it necessary to distinguish (i) “on-topic” speech from (ii)
“personal” speech, and also (iii) “backchannel utterances”
and (iv) “laughter”. We had also proposed (v) “yes” and
(vi) “no” as relevant categories, but our experience with an-
notating these further two types of speech event suggests
that they will not be easily recognisable using automatic
processing, and we currently limit our tagging of speech
activity to types i-iv above.

3. Overlapping Speech
This paper reports the results of an analysis of one such
meeting. Eight members were present at the meeting,
which was held at NAIST in July 2005. They included
the research director (s1), two team leaders (s3,s8), two re-
searchers (s2,s4) two administrative assistants (s6,s7) and
a guest researcher visiting from Ireland (s5). An observer
was also present to monitor the recordings. The statistics
of speech activity reported below clearly reflect the differ-
ent roles of the participants, and the importance (in terms
of time devoted to each) of the various topics.
Topics of discussion (see Table 1) included (a) progress-
updates (approx. 36%) where one speaker tended to domi-
nate, with the others listening and asking occasional ques-
tions, and (b) technical topics (approx. 64%), where more
members became involved in the discussions.
There were 2513 different “speech events” in the meet-
ing, which lasted approximately 45 minutes altogether.
Here, a speech-event is defined as a block of continuous
speech, bounded by a cessation of speech activity, from one
speaker, as indicated by ‘+’ = start and ‘-’ = end markers in
the columns of figure 2. A brief silence after a burst of
speech is marked by the ‘-’ label.

0.72 .|.|.|.|.|.|.|.|-p 938.49
0.78 .|+o.|.|.|.|.|.|.| 939.27
0.23 .|=o.|.|.|.|.|.|+p 939.51
0.47 .|-o.|.|.|.|.|.|=p 939.99
1.4 .|.|.|+p.|.|.|.|-p 941.39
0.75 .|.|.|-p.|.|.|.|.| 942.15
0.04 .|.|.|+p.|.|.|.|.| 942.2
0.82 .|.|.|-p.|.|.|.|.| 943.02
0.55 .|.|.|+p.|.|.|.|.| 943.58
0.58 .|.|.|-p.|.|.|.|.| 944.16
1.04 .|.|.|.|.|.|.|.|+b 945.21
0.15 .|.|.|.|.|.|.|.|-b 945.37
0.18 +o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|.| 945.55
0.92 =o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|+p 946.48
1.32 -o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|=p 947.8
0.01 +o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|-p 947.82
0.39 -o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|+p 948.21
0.21 .|.|.|.|.|.|+b.|=p 948.42
1.25 .|.|.|.|.|.|-b.|-p 949.68
0.03 +o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|+p 949.72
2.3 -o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|=p 952.03
0.95 .|.|.|.|.|.|+o.|-p 952.98
0.29 .|.|.|+p.|.|-o.|.| 953.27
0.89 .|.|.|-p.|.|.|.|.| 954.17
0.65 +o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|.| 954.82
0.41 =o.|.|+p.|.|.|.|.| 955.24
1 -o.|.|=p.|.|.|.|+p 956.24
1.2 +o.|.|-p.|.|.|.|=p 957.45
0.03 =o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|-p 957.49
1.75 -o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|.| 959.24
0.07 +o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|.| 959.32
0.08 -o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|.| 959.4
0.41 +o.|.|.|.|.|.|.|.| 959.82

Figure 2: A sample of the audio labelling, showing three
categories of speech sctivity: o=opinion, or public speech,
p=private or personal speech, and b=backchannel utter-
ances. A ‘+’ indicates onset of speaking, ‘=’ continuation,
and ‘-’ cessation of speech. The time in seconds of each
event is shown on the left, and absolute time on the right

Table 2: Counts of speech events per participant

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8
759 587 106 127 522 64 75 138

The distribution of events per speaker is shown in Table
2. Tables 3 and 4 detail the types of speech activity and
times spent on each per speaker. Mean event duration is 0.7
seconds (sd=0.78), with the longest recorded event being
17 seconds. The 25th quantile of event durations is at a
quarter of a second, and the 75th at 1 second. There were in
addition 1730 points throughout the meeting during which
no-one spoke.
Both total utterance counts and overall speaking times indi-
cate that s1 (the project leader), and s2 (a guest researcher
expert in graphics processing) dominated the meeting. It is
also evident from tables 2 & 3 that s5, the observer, also
took an active part in the discussion. The administrative
assistants spoke least at this research-based meeting.



Table 3: Utterance timings for each participant for three
categories of activity: O; on-topic talk, P: private talk, B:
backchannel utterances. All timings are rounded to whole
seconds.

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8
o 344 32 49 47 212 27 22 44
p 5 7 - 4 14 5 30 2
b 64 11 2 10 17 3 2 1

Table 4: Number of events for each speaking type

on-topic backchannel private laugh
2110 207 196 406

The count of participants actively speaking during each turn
is given in Table 5. It shows that by far the majority of turns
are single-speaker events. It is 6.5 times more likely that
any given utterance will be single-speaker, and only 15%
likely that more than one speaker will be active. There is
only a 7% chance of more than 2 people speaking at any
time in this meeting of 8 researchers. These figures may of
course be culture-specific, and even meeting-specific.
It might be supposed that backchannels contribute to the
majority of overlapping utterances, but a count of single-
speaker backchannel utterances (n=134) versus a count of
multi-speaker, overlapping backchannel utterances (n=74)
shows this not to be the case. If we exclude from this
s1’s overlapping backchannels to s2 (n=19) then the ra-
tio becomes 55:134, and it is 2.5 times more likely that a
bakchannel utterance will be spoken without overlap.

Table 5: Number of participants active at each turn

silent solo two three four
1730 2000 291 15 1

4. Speech & Movement
It has often been observed (e.g., [12, 13, 14]) that people
move more when they speak. To determine whether these
two types of activity had any useful correlation, we also
examined the physical activity of all participants that was
visible to the camera. We looked both at activity prior to
speaking, and at activity while speaking. Since all were
seated around a table, this study is limited to upper-body
movement.
Figure 1 shows the multi-tiered annotation that we use for
labelling body movements which are apparent to a human
observer when viewing the 360-degree camera output. In
addition to a speech-related tier, separate tiers are available
for “head”, “hands”, “body”, and “other”, where the last
can be used for complex gestures such as “play with pen-
cil”, “scratch head”, “fix glasses”, “stroke beard”, etc.
For this paper, we simply counted the number of active la-
bels at each moment of time and categorised them as fol-
lows: “Motion 1”: only one body part is moving (e.g.,
the head or a hand), “Motion 2”: two body parts moving
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Figure 3: Rising amounts of bodily movement for 3 partici-
pants across a period of 16 seconds prior to onset of speech.
Two speakers show a peak of activity a few seconds before
speaking. Here “H” represents head movement, “T” repre-
sents hand movement, “B” represents body movement, and
“E” represents particular gestures (see text for details). The
rightmost column shows onset of speech, and the leftmost
sums all movements since last speech event.

(e.g., head and hand, or two hands), “Motion 3”: three body
parts moving (e.g., head and hand and body), and “Motion
4”: four or more body parts moving. The data from three
speakers (those circled in the figure) were then compared
for the periods immediately prior to onset of speech. Fig-
ure 3 clearly shows a rise in the amount of activity as the
person prepares to speak. However, we can see individual
differences, and it appears that two speakers reach a peak of
activity shortly before speaking, while the third continues
to increase up to the onset of speech.
We can also note differences in parts of the body moved:
Participant I, for example (the centre portion of figure 3),
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Figure 4: Number of major body parts that move while
speaking. Non-overlap indicates that the speaker spoke
while remaining relatively still. Participant I (centre) dif-
fers in moving more than the other two.

appears to move his head much more than the others (as
indicated by the white portion of the bars). Figure 4 pro-
vides a breakdown of the types of activity per participant. It
shows that for all speakers, the occurrance of speech having
no overlap with body movement accounts for less than 20%
of the total speaking time. It also shows that speakers be-
have differently; with all speakers moving 2 or more body
parts at least 50% of the time, but one speaker (the centre
column) moving 3 or more body parts more than 50% of
the time while speaking.

5. Discussion
The above analysis of the audio data shows that in a clear
majority of the cases, only one speaker is active in any
given turn. This implies that we will only lose a small
amount of relevant information if we limit our processing
to the single most dominant member at any one time. This
will considerably reduce the work-load of the processing.
Furthermore, from an examination of the video data, we
confirmed that people do tend to move more when they
speak, and found that there is a steady rise in the amount
of movement of all participants particularly in the 10 to 15
seconds preceding the onset of speech.
From the two above findings, we conclude that it is feasible
to design technology, based on the very simple presence or
absence of speech noise and movement in the video signal,
that will be able to detect and track the speakers in such a
meeting situation. However, it will require development of
separate technology to be able to determine the reactions of
the other participants to any particular utterance or topic.
This remains as future work.
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